Kaizen Institute Czech Republic hosted its 10th KAIZEN™ Congress in Slaný, Czech Republic on November 10-11, 2015. This time the topics of the event were "Manager Lean Leader - changing a successful manager into a lean leader with the support of KAIZEN™" and "Logistics - Principles of pull in managing and organization of production".

60 participants from over 20 corporations in various sectors have joined the two-day conference event. The first day was filled with key note expert speeches and an organized plant tour to Aisan Industry Czech s.r.o., who produce high quality electric fuel pumps, fuel modules, electronically controlled throttle valves and a variety of aluminum castings for automobiles. The second day of the congress focused on the two topics of Manager Lean Leader and Logistics, where participants were guided by KAIZEN™ consultants and company guest who were all experts on the two topics.
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